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Abstract The trade determination problem is an important decision problem for
multi-attribute exchanges in E-brokerages. As of now, some studies have focused
on this issue. However, theories and guidelines for the trade determination problem
under fuzzy environments are still sparse. In this paper, taking into account the fuzzy
information involved in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges, a new fuzzy matching
model is proposed for the trade determination problem. In the model, we present a
novel calculation method of the matching degree based on the improved fuzzy infor-
mation axiom as a baseline study. Also, the credibility measure and Hurwicz criterion
are introduced to convert the model into a crisp one. Since the crisp model is a 0–1
integer programming problem, the commonly used branch and bound algorithm and
related optimization techniques become applicable. Finally, an example is employed
to illustrate the application and sensitivity analysis of the proposed model.
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1 Introduction

Electronic brokerages (E-brokerages), are Internet-based organizations that enable
buyers and sellers to conduct business over the Internet (Datta and Chatterjee 2008). In
the E-brokerage, one-shot multi-attribute exchanges are regarded as a primary type of
exchanges, since they often enjoy liquidity and efficiency advantages over other multi-
attribute exchanges (Economides and Schwartz 1995). In a one-shot multi- attribute
exchange, buyers and sellers submit their orders (including buyers’ requests and sell-
ers’ offers with multiple attributes, such as brand, price, quality, and delivery time)
once during a given time period, then the market is cleared by a broker (i.e., E-brokerage
firm) after the termination of the given time(Kameshwaran and Narahari 2002). It is
an important decision problem for a broker to be able to identify the optimal trade
matching between buyers and sellers according to their orders, which is also called
the trade determination problem (Kameshwaran and Narahari 2003). At present, most
E-brokerages force a buyer to enter his request following a predefined classification
that may be unsuitable for the characteristics the buyer might have in mind, e.g., eBay
and SundayTimes require the buyer to enter a brand first, then a model of that brand,
etc. However, when a buyer is not very familiar with the brand or other attributes
of the commodity he wants to buy, he may describe his request by using ambigu-
ous language, e.g., “I would like to buy a computer with well-known brand and high
quality, and the price is preferably not more than $1,000”. In this cases, there exists
fuzzy information in buyers’ requests, such as “well-known”, “high”, “preferably”
and “about”. Additionally, due to the complexity of multi-attribute exchanges and the
inherent subjective nature of human thinking (Xu 2007), a buyer or seller may represent
his preferences on attribute weights with linguistic terms, e.g., “definitely important”,
“very important” and “moderate”. In other words, the attribute weights of the com-
modity are usually involved in fuzzy information as well. Few E-brokerages available
today can deal with these orders with fuzzy information in one-shot multi-attribute
exchanges. Thus, effective approaches should be investigated to help the E-brokerage
firms to achieve the optimal matching in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges with fuzzy
information.

This paper proposes a new fuzzy matching model based on the credibility mea-
sure and Hurwicz criterion for one-shot multi-attribute exchanges in E-brokerage.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the relevant
literature. Section 3 gives the representation of fuzzy information and then present
the calculation method of the matching degree based on the improved fuzzy informa-
tion axiom. A fuzzy matching model for the trade determination problem is built in
Sect. 4. The conversion of the fuzzy matching model into a fuzzy chance-constrained
programming model with its crisp equivalent, by using the credibility measure and
Hurwicz criterion, is shown in Sect. 5. And then an equivalent crisp model is obtained.
Section 6 provides an example to illustrate the application and sensitivity analysis of
the proposed model. Finally, the conclusion and future research are summarized in
Sect. 7.
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2 Literature review

Only a small but steadily growing number of academic papers have considered the
trade matching problem in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges so far (Ryu 1997; Jung
and Jo 2000; Schnizler et al. 2008; Jiang et al. 2011a). However, most of these studies
assume that the trade information in buyers’ and sellers’ orders is certain, and the
uncertainty of the trade information is usually overlooked.

Uncertainty, as an important aspect of informational imperfection, pervades our
everyday lives. From stock market index fluctuations to weather prediction and traf-
fic control, in almost every domain to which we turn our attention, we come face to
face with uncertainty. Generally speaking, uncertainty can be of three different kinds,
i.e., fuzziness, incompleteness and randomness (Blockley 2010). Yet, there has been
little work incorporating the uncertainty of the trade information into one-shot multi-
attribute exchanges from a broker’s perspective. Recently, Ragone et al. (2009) pre-
sented a fuzzy matchmaking approach exploiting Datalog to find the most promising
matches mutually beneficial for both buyers and sellers in one-shot multi-attribute
exchanges. They modeled buyers’ and sellers’ fuzzy requirements by use of fuzzy
rules, but the uncertainty of attribute weights is ignored. Jiang et al. (2011b) proposed
a matching approach for the trade determination problem in one-shot multi-attribute
exchanges with incomplete weight information. Nevertheless, this approach neglects
the uncertainty of attribute values in buyers’ requests or sellers’ offers. Thus, our work
differs from these contributions in that we put forward a new fuzzy matching model
so as to optimize the trade matching in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges with fuzzy
information. The proposed model not only handles the fuzziness of attribute values
but also considers the fuzziness of attribute weights. Further, a more rational criterion,
i.e., the Hurwicz criterion, is incorporated into the model, and it can make the brokers
flexibly balance the optimistic criterion and the pessimistic criterion in the decision
process.

3 Matching degree with fuzzy information

In this section, we start with describing the fuzzy information in buyers’ and sellers’
orders by use of fuzzy set theory, and then present a calculation method of the matching
degree based on the improved fuzzy information axiom.

3.1 Representation of fuzzy information

In a typical one-shot multi-attribute exchange, both buyers’ requests and sellers’ offers
can be split into hard constraints and soft constraints (Jiang et al. 2011a, b). Because
of the nature of fuzzy information, it is considered only in soft constraints, and is not
allowed in hard constraints. In fuzzy set theory, there are many fuzzy numbers for
fuzzy set membership specification. However, the left semi-trapezoidal fuzzy number
lstrz(a,b,c), the right semi- trapezoidal fuzzy number rstrz(a,b,c), the trapezoidal fuzzy
number trz(a,b,c,d) and the triangular fuzzy number tri(a,b,c) are simple, yet most
frequently used to specify membership degrees (see Fig. 1). Therefore, this paper
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Fig. 1 Representation of fuzzy information, a left semi-trapezoidal fuzzy number; b right semi-trapezoidal
fuzzy number; c trapezoidal fuzzy number; d triangular fuzzy number

employs them (i.e., lstrz, rstrz, trz, tri) to represent the four types of soft constraints
(i.e., benefit soft constraints, cost soft constraints, interval soft constraints and target
soft constraints) with fuzzy information, respectively. For instance, the request “I
would like the price to be preferably not less than 5000 dollars” can be denoted as
lstrz(4500,5000,5500), and similarly for the other three kinds of fuzzy numbers.

It is worth pointing out that there may be non-numerical fuzzy information in the
orders, that is, linguistic terms, such as “cheap”, “new” for the description of attribute
values, and “very important” for the description of attribute weights. In this situation,
we can transform these linguistic terms triangular fuzzy numbers by means of the
method of Herrera et al. (2000).

3.2 Calculation method of matching degree

The matching degree is defined as a matter of constraint satisfaction. From differ-
ent points of view, the matching degree can be divided into two types, i.e., the
buyer’s matching degree and the seller’s matching degree. In this section, based
on the improved fuzzy information axiom, we present a novel method to calculate
the matching degree for one-shot multi-attribute exchanges under a fuzzy environ-
ment.

The fuzzy information axiom is an extension of the information axiom, which can
be used to deal with fuzzy information in a system design (Kulak and Kahraman 2005).
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Fig. 2 Design area, system area
and common area

In the fuzzy information axiom, information is defined in terms of the probability of
satisfying the given functional requirements. Let pk denote the probability of satisfying
the kth functional requirement, F Rk . When concerning a design situation with fuzzy
information, pk is determined by what designer wishes to achieve in terms of tolerance
(i.e., design area) and what the system is capable of delivering (i.e., system area). As
shown in Fig. 2, the overlap “common area” between the designer-specified “design
area” and the system capability range “system area” is the region where an acceptable
solution exists. Therefore, pk may be written as

pk =
(

common area

system area

)
. (1)

In Eq. (1), when the “common area” becomes zero, pk has a minimum value, i.e., pk =
0; when the “common area” is equal to the “system area”, pk has a maximum value,
i.e., pk = 1. Observing these properties of pk , if we regard the area of membership
function of the buyer’s request on attribute k as the “design area”, and that of the
seller’s offer on attribute k as the “system area”, then pk can be used to represent the
buyer’s matching degree of attribute k. Similarly, if we regard the area of membership
function of the seller’s request on attribute k as the “design area”, and that of the
seller’s request on attribute k as the “system area”, then pk can be used to represent
the seller’s matching degree of attribute k.

Nevertheless, in some cases, it does not seem reasonable to adopt pk to denote
the matching degree of attribute k. Figure 3 gives such a case regarding the matching
degree of the delivery time. In Fig. 3, the buyer’s request is expressed by a trapezoidal
fuzzy number and the seller’s offer by a triangular fuzzy number. According to Eq. (1),
from the buyer’s point of view, there is no difference between the matching degree of
the delivery time in Fig. 3a and that in Fig. 3b, that is, both of them are equal to 1. Yet,
as a matter of fact, it is obvious that the latter should be greater or better than the former.
The main reason is that when pk is used to calculate the buyer’s matching degree of
the delivery time, the buyer’s preference (satisfaction or membership) on the seller’s
delivery time is ignored. Hence, taking into account the buyer’s and seller’s preferences
simultaneously, this paper puts forward a modified common area to calculate the new
matching degree, p̄k , and it can be rewritten as:
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Fig. 3 The buyer’s matching degree of the delivery time

(1) For the scenario (i) in Fig. 3a

p̄k = modified common area

seller area
=

∫ c jk
a jk

μik(x)μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk
a jk

μ jk(x)dx

=
∫ b jk

a jk
1 · μ jk(x)dx + ∫ c jk

b jk
μik(x)μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk

a jk
μ jk(x)dx

<

∫ c jk
a jk

μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk
a jk

μ jk(x)dx
= 1. (2)

(2) For the scenario (ii) in Fig. 3b

p̄k = modified common area

seller area
=

∫ c jk
a jk

μik(x)μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk
a jk

μ jk(x)dx

=
∫ c jk

a jk
1 · μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk

a jk
μ jk(x)dx

=
∫ c jk

a jk
μ jk(x)dx∫ c jk

a jk
μ jk(x)dx

= 1. (3)

where μik(x) and μ jk(x) denote the buyer’s and seller’s membership functions about
attribute k, respectively. The modified common area is the definite integral for the
product of the buyer’s and seller’s membership functions on their overlap interval.
Note that p̄k in scenario (ii) is equal to 1 and p̄k in scenario (i) is less than 1. This is a
more reasonable definition of the matching degree and coincides with the real-world
situation, since the buyer’s preference in scenario (ii) is 1 for the whole interval of the
seller’s delivery time, i.e., [a jk, c jk]; while the buyer’s preference in scenario (i) is 1
for the left-side interval of the seller’s delivery time, i.e., [a jk, b jk], and less than 1 for
the right-side interval of the seller’s delivery time, i.e., [b jk, c jk]. In a rough analogy,
we can also obtain the seller’s matching degree using the modified common area.

According to the above observation, a novel calculation method of the matching
degree based on the improved information axiom is presented as follows:

ηi jk = modified common area

seller area
=

∫ ckU
ckL

μik(x)μ jk(x)dx∫ skU
skL

μ jk(x)dx
, (4)
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(1a) (1b) (1c) 

(1d) (2a) (2b)

(2c) (2d) (3a) 

(3b) (3c) (3d)

The buyer's area         The seller's area

Fig. 4 General examples for the presented method and the previous method. Red line the buyer’s area,
blue line the seller’s area. 1a pk = 1/8, p̄k = 1/12, 1b pk = 1/2, p̄k = 1/2, 1c pk = 3/4, p̄k = 35/48,
1d pk = 1, p̄k = 5/6, 2a pk = 1/8, p̄k = 1/12, 2b pk = 1/2, p̄k = 1/2, 2c pk = 1, p̄k = 11/12, 2d
pk = 1, p̄k = 1, 3a pk = 1/20, p̄k = 1/30, 3b pk = 1/5, p̄k = 1/5, 3c pk = 2/5, p̄k = 11/30, 3d
pk = 2/5, p̄k = 2/5. (Color figure online)

ξi jk = modified common area

buyer area
=

∫ ckU
ckL

μ jk(x)μik(x)dx∫ bkU
bkL

μik(x)dx
(5)

where ηi jk and ξi jk are the buyer’s and seller’s matching degrees of attribute k between
buyer i and seller j , respectively; [ckL , ckU ], [bkL , bkU ] and [skL , skU ] denote the
intervals of attribute k in the modified common area, buyer area and seller area.

In order to verify the advantage of the new calculation method compared to the
previous method (that is, the calculation method based on the original information
axiom), we list some more general examples in Fig. 4.

In Fig. 41a–1d, we consider the first case in which the design (buyer) area is the
same as the system (seller) area. Without loss of generality, all areas in the examples
are denoted by trapezoidal fuzzy numbers. According to the new calculation method
[see Eq. (2)] and the previous method [see Eq. (1)], the buyer’s matching degree p̄k
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calculated by Eq. (2) is always less than or equal to pk calculated by Eq. (1), that
is, p̄k ≤ pk . This result coincides with the theoretical analysis that both the buyer’s
and the seller’s references are considered in the new calculation method, while the
previous method only considers either the buyer’s reference or the seller’s reference.
It should be noted that, in Fig. 41b, p̄k = pk = 1/2, since the buyer’s reference is
1 from x = 2.0 to 3.0 and the seller’s reference is 1 from x = 3.0 to 4.0 (similar
situations can be observed in Fig. 42b, 3b. Another interesting situation takes place in
Fig. 41d, where the two areas completely overlap, but p̄k = 5/6 < pk = 1. The main
reason is that, when using the new calculation method [i.e., Eq. (2)] to calculate p̄k ,
the buyer’s reference is less than 1 in the range x ∈ [1.0, 2.0] and x ∈ [3.0, 4.0]. So, in
this situation, p̄k is more reasonable than pk to represent the buyer’s matching degree.

In Fig. 42a–2d, we consider the second case in which the design (buyer) area is
large than the system (seller) area. The situation is similar to the above analysis except
Fig. 42d. In Fig. 42d, we can see that p̄k = pk = 1 since the buyer’s reference is equal
to 1 in the whole seller’s area.

In Fig. 43a–3d, we consider the third case in which the design (buyer) area is less
than the system (seller) area. The main difference between this case and the second
one is that the values of p̄k and pk become smaller, which is caused by the larger seller
area.

In summary, based on the above analysis, we can conclude that the proposed new
calculation method is more reasonable and realistic than the original method in cal-
culating the matching degree with fuzzy information. Furthermore, in Sect. 6, we
have conducted a comparative study of the proposed approach with the previous one.
In that comparative study, the computational results of the matching degree are also
consistent with our theoretical analysis.

4 Description and model of the trade determination problem

There are three principal roles played by actors in a one-shot multi-attribute exchange
based on E-brokerage, that is, the buyer, seller, and broker, as shown in Fig. 5. The
broker is often called the facilitator, who acts as an intermediary between the buyer
and the seller in the commodity exchange. In this paper, we consider the broker is to
match m buyers and n sellers for the same commodity in order to meet their needs.
Each buyer or seller has a single unit of the commodity with multiple attributes to
buy or sell. Under a fuzzy environment, the trade determination problem for one-shot
multi-attribute exchanges can be described thus: buyers and sellers submit their orders
to the broker within the given time period; the orders include hard constraints, soft
constraints with fuzzy information and fuzzy weights; then the broker seeks to find the
set of optimal trade matching pairs between buyers and sellers to maximize the total
matching degrees (including the buyer’s matching degree and the seller’s matching
degree).

For ease of presentation, the following notations are used throughout this paper.
(1) Indices and parameters
I : set of buyers {1,2,…,m};J : set of sellers {1,2,…,n}; Kb: set of commod-

ity attributes for buyers {1,2,…,lb}; Ks : set of commodity attributes for sellers
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Fig. 5 One-shot multi-attribute
exchange based on E-brokerage

{1,2,…,ls};bi : buyer i ; s j : seller j ; ak : attribute k; ηi jk : buyer’s matching degree
of ak between bi and s j ; ξi jk : seller’s matching degree of ak between bi and s j ; w̃∗

ik :
fuzzy weight of ak for bi ; w̃ik : normalized fuzzy weight of ak for bi ; w̃∗

jk : fuzzy weight
of ak for s j ; w̃ jk : normalized fuzzy weight of ak for s j ; ti : matching degree threshold
of bi ; t j : matching degree threshold of s j .

(2) Decision variables

xi j =
{

1, if bi is matched with s j

0, otherwise

Based on the above description and notations, a fuzzy matching model (FMM) is
built as follows:

max f =
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

( ∑
k∈Kb

w̃ikηi jk +
∑
k∈Ks

w̃ jkξi jk

)
xi j (6)

s.t.
∑
i∈I

xi j ≤ 1, ∀ j ∈ J (7)

∑
j∈J

xi j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I (8)

∑
j∈J

( ∑
k∈Kb

w̃ikηi jk

)
xi j ≥ ti

∑
j∈J

xi j , ∀i ∈ I (9)

∑
i∈I

( ∑
k∈Ks

w̃ jkξi jk

)
xi j ≥ t j

∑
i∈I

xi j , ∀ j ∈ J (10)

xi j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (11)

Objective function (6) is to maximize the weighted sum of the buyers’ and sellers’
matching degrees. Constraints (7) and (8) ensure each trader is at most matched once.
Constraints (9) and (10) are the restrictions of the matching degree thresholds of the
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buyers and sellers. The matching degree thresholds express the minimum utility that
each buyer or seller requires to pursue a deal. Minimum utilities may incorporate a
trader’s attitude toward concluding the transaction, but also overhead costs involved
in the transaction itself, e.g., fixed taxes. Constraints (11) are decision variable con-
straints.

The above model(FMM) is a fuzzy 0-1 integer programming model. Because fuzzy
variables exist in objective function (6), constraints (9) and (10), in order to solve the
model, fuzzy chance constrained programming techniques based on the credibility
measure and Hurwicz criterion are introduced and discussed in the next section.

5 Equivalent crisp model with Hurwicz criteria

In general, the model built in Sect. 4, i.e., FMM, is not well-defined since the meanings
of objectives and constraints are not clear at all. Fortunately, the techniques of the
fuzzy chance-constrained programming based on credibility measures proposed by Liu
(2006), can formulate the fuzzy programming model as a fuzzy chance- constrained
programming model with separate chance constraints. Some researchers have used
these techniques to solve fuzzy optimization problems (Huang 2009; Ke et al. 2010;
Wen et al. 2011). However, all of them only obtain the objective value with optimistic
or pessimistic criteria. In order to overcome the extreme cases of these two criteria,
more recently, the Hurwicz criterion is employed to model the fuzzy facility location-
allocate problem (Lau et al. 2010). Inspired by this idea, this paper converts FMM
into a corresponding fuzzy chance-constrained programming model with the Hurwicz
criterion (FCCPMHC) as follows:

max{λ max
fopt

fopt + (1 − λ) min
f pes

f pes} (12)

s.t.Cr

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(
∑

k∈Kb

w̃ikηi jk +
∑
k∈Ks

w̃ jkξi jk)xi j ≥ fopt

⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ α (13)

Cr

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

(
∑

k∈Kb

w̃ikηi jk +
∑
k∈Ks

w̃ jkξi jk)xi j ≤ f pes

⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ α (14)

∑
i∈I

xi j ≤ 1, ∀ j ∈ J (15)

∑
j∈J

xi j ≤ 1, ∀i ∈ I (16)

Cr

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
j∈J

(
∑

k∈Kb

w̃ikηi jk)xi j ≥ ti
∑
j∈J

xi j

⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ βi ,∀i ∈ I (17)

Cr

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
i∈I

(
∑
k∈Ks

w̃ jkξi jk)xi j ≥ t j

∑
i∈I

xi j

⎫⎬
⎭ ≥ γ j ,∀ j ∈ J (18)
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xi j ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J (19)

where the parameter λ ∈ [0, 1], and it reflects the degree of the decision maker (the
broker)’s optimism, should be decided in advance. The process of deciding λ may be
different, e.g., it can be decided completely by decision makers or by investigation and
analysis, even by historical data. In general, the parameter λ is different in different
cases with different methods. And α, βi , γ j are predetermined confidence levels, Cr{·}
denotes the credibility of the event in {·}. The existing studies have shown that one
effective way of solving fuzzy chance-constrained programming is first to transform
the fuzzy chance constraints to their crisp equivalents with respect to the predetermined
confidence level, and then solve the equivalent crisp model (Liu 2009; Lau et al.
2010). In the model, we employ the normalized triangular fuzzy numbers to represent
buyers’ and sellers’ fuzzy weights, that is, w̃ik = (wik1, wik2, wik3) and w̃ jk =
(w jk1, w jk2, w jk3), since the normalization of fuzzy weights is absolutely necessary
in order to eliminate their dimensions in FCCPMHC (Wang and Elhag 2006). So far,
according to the property of the triangular fuzzy numbers, the crisp equivalents of
fuzzy chance constraints (13),(14),(17) and (18) can be deduced below:

(1) As for fuzzy chance constraint (13), when α ≤ 0.5, the crisp equivalent con-
straint is

fopt ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[(1 − 2α)wik3 + 2αwik2]ηi jk

+
∑
k∈Ks

[(1 − 2α)w jk3 + 2αw jk2]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , (20)

when α > 0.5, the crisp equivalent constraint is

fopt ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[2(1 − α)wik2 + (2α − 1)wik1]ηi jk

+
∑
k∈Ks

[2(1 − α)w jk2 + (2α − 1)w jk1]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , (21)

(2) As for fuzzy chance constraint (14), when α ≤ 0.5, the crisp equivalent con-
straint is

f pes ≥
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[(1 − 2α)wik1 + 2αwik2]ηi jk

+
∑
k∈Ks

[(1 − 2α)w jk1 + 2αw jk2]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , (22)
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when α > 0.5, the crisp equivalent constraint is

f pes ≥
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[2(1 − α)wik2 + (2α − 1)wik3]ηi jk

+
∑
k∈Ks

[2(1 − α)w jk2 + (2α − 1)w jk3]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , (23)

(3) As for fuzzy chance constraints (17), when βi ≤ 0.5, the crisp equivalent
constraints are

ti
∑
j∈J

xi j ≤
∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[(1 − 2βi )wik3 + 2βiwik2]ηi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , ∀i ∈ I (24)

when βi > 0.5, the crisp equivalent constraints are

ti
∑
j∈J

xi j ≤
∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Kb

[2(1 − βi )wik2 + (2βi − 1)wik1]ξ jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , ∀i ∈ I (25)

(4) As for fuzzy chance constraints (18), when γ j ≤ 0.5, the crisp equivalent
constraints are

t j

∑
i∈I

xi j ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Ks

[(1 − 2γ j )w jk3 + 2γ jw jk2]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , ∀ j ∈ J (26)

when γ j > 0.5, the crisp equivalent constraints are

t j

∑
i∈I

xi j ≤
∑
i∈I

∑
j∈J

⎧⎨
⎩

∑
k∈Ks

[2(1 − γ j )w jk2 + (2γ j − 1)w jk1]ξi jk

⎫⎬
⎭ xi j , ∀ j ∈ J

(27)
Now replace fuzzy chance constraints (13), (14), (17) and (18) with Eqs. (20)/(21),

(22)/(23), (24)/(25) and (26)/(27), respectively, then the max
fopt

fopt and min
f pes

f pes in

Eq. (12) can be replaced with RHS of Eqs. (20)/(21) and (22)/(23). As a result, we
can get the equivalent crisp model of FCCPMHC. This crisp model is a 0-1 integer
programming problem, and it can be solved by the commonly used branch and bound
algorithm and related optimization techniques (such as LINGO or CPLEX).

6 An illustrative example

In this section, we use a numerical example to illustrate the application and sensitivity
analysis of the proposed model. The data of this example is derived from Alibaba
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Table 1 Fuzzy trade information about cars from buyers

Buyer Price (×104RMB) Safety (or above) Warranty (month) Delivery time (day)

b1 (5, 26, 30) Definitely good (28, 32, 36) (6, 10, 20, 25)

b2 (5, 18, 21) Moderate (20, 23, 36) (1, 5, 10, 17)

b3 (5, 24, 28) Very good (27, 31, 36) (5, 8, 12, 15)

b4 (5, 22, 27) Good (21, 24, 36) (3, 9, 18, 23)

b5 (5, 8, 12) Definitely bad (6, 10, 36) (11, 14, 16, 19)

b6 (5, 16, 19) Moderate (15, 20, 36) (8, 14, 24, 30)

b7 (5, 20, 25) Good (22, 25, 36) (15, 18, 21, 24)

b8 (5, 10, 15) Very bad (9, 12, 36) (5, 10, 15, 19)

b9 (5, 12, 14) Bad (12, 14, 36) (20, 23, 26, 29)

b10 (5, 14, 16) Bad (10, 16, 36) (3, 10, 16, 26)

(http://www.alibaba.com.cn), which is one of the largest E-brokerage firms in China.
In accordance with Alibaba, these data were slightly modified to comply with our
simplifying model assumptions and ensure the non-disclosure of vital information as
well.

Tables 1 and 2 give the fuzzy trade information about cars from 10 buyers and
10 sellers. Each car has four soft attributes (here, hard attributes are not considered,
since it is supposed all hard constraints are satisfied), that is, price (a1), safety (a2),
warranty (a3), and delivery time (a4), where the requests or offers on a1, a3 and a4
are with numerical fuzzy information and the requests or offers on a2 are with non-
numerical fuzzy information. From the buyer’s point of view, a1 is a cost soft attribute,
a2 and a3 are benefit soft attributes, and a4 is an interval soft attribute. For the sake
of simplicity, it is assumed that each buyer sets fuzzy weights on the four attributes
by the linguistic terms: w̃∗

i1= “important”, w̃∗
i2= “definitely important”, w̃∗

i3=“very
important”, w̃∗

i4= “moderate”. On the other hand, from the seller’s point of view, a1 is
a benefit soft attribute, a2 is a target soft attribute, a3 is a cost soft attribute, and a4 is
an interval soft attribute. Since a2 usually belongs to the objective soft attribute for a
seller, each seller is only concerned with the other three attributes with fuzzy weights,
here, w̃∗

j1=“definitely important”, w̃∗
j3= “important”, w̃∗

j4= “moderate” are set.
Because the non-numerical fuzzy information is involved in the requests and offers

on a2, linguistic terms are employed to represent it. By use of Herrera et al. (2000)
’s method, these linguistic terms are transformed into triangular fuzzy numbers as
listed in Table 3. Additionally, it is necessary to normalize the fuzzy weights so as
to construct FMM. Here, Wang and Elhag (2006) ’s method is adopted to obtain the
normalized fuzzy weights with triangular fuzzy numbers (see Table 4). The other
parameters are set as: ti = t j = 0.4, α = βi = γ j = 0.9, λ = 0.1.

Then, based on the above trade information, the proposed model is used to find the
optimal trade matching between buyers and sellers. From the innovation perspective
of the presented approach, our work mainly differs from the contemporary works in
the way a new calculation method of the matching degree based on the improved fuzzy
information axiom is adopted. So we focus on the comparative analysis of the presented
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Table 2 Fuzzy trade information about cars from sellers

Seller Price (×104RMB) Safety Warranty (month) Delivery time (day)

s1 (15, 20, 30) Very good (6, 24, 28) (18, 21, 27, 30)

s2 (16, 21, 30) Definitely good (6, 32, 36) (4, 7, 16, 21)

s3 (11, 15, 30) Moderate (6, 19, 22) (10, 16, 23, 30)

s4 (5, 11, 30) Bad (6, 12, 15) (4, 10, 16, 23)

s5 (14, 19, 30) Very good (6, 30, 36) (11, 16, 22, 27)

s6 (5, 14, 30) Good (6, 20, 24) (3, 8, 16, 20)

s7 (5, 16, 30) Moderate (6, 24, 28) (5, 11, 20, 25)

s8 (13, 19, 30) Good (6, 31, 36) (10, 15, 20, 26)

s9 (12, 17, 30) Good (6, 28, 33) (8, 12, 24, 26)

s10 (8, 12, 30) Moderate (6, 16, 19) (15, 17, 27, 29)

Table 3 Linguistic terms and their corresponding triangular fuzzy numbers

Linguistic terms for
the representation of
safety

Linguistic terms for
the representation of
fuzzy weight

Triangular fuzzy numbers

Definitely good Definitely important (0, 0, 0.17)

Very good Very important (0, 0.17, 0.33)

Good Important (0.17, 0.33, 0.5)

Moderate Moderate (0.33, 0.5, 0.67)

Bad Unimportant (0.5, 0.67, 0.83)

Very bad Very unimportant (0.67, 0.83,1)

Definitely bad Definitely unimportant (0.83, 1,1)

Table 4 The normalization of fuzzy weights

Fuzzy weights with
linguistic terms

Fuzzy weights with triangular
fuzzy numbers

Normalized fuzzy weights
with triangular fuzzy numbers

w̃∗
i1 =“very important” w̃∗

i1 = (0.67, 0.83, 1) w̃i1 = (0.211,0.28,0.376)

w̃∗
i2 =“definitely important” w̃∗

i2 = (0.83, 1, 1) w̃i2 = (0.249, 0.33, 0.4)

w̃∗
i3 =“important” w̃∗

i3 = (0.5, 0.67, 0.83) w̃i3 = (0.158, 0.22, 0.312)

w̃∗
i4 =“moderate” w̃∗

i4 = (0.33, 0.5, 0.67) w̃i4 = (0.104, 0.17, 0.251)

w̃∗
j1 =“definitely important” w̃∗

j1 = (0.83, 1, 1) w̃ j1 = (0.332, 0.43, 0.5)

w̃∗
j3 =“very important” w̃∗

j3 = (0.5, 0.83, 1) w̃ j3 = (0.286,0.36,0.463)

w̃∗
j4 =“moderate” w̃∗

j4 = (0.33, 0.5, 0.67) w̃ j4 = (0.142, 0.21, 0.309)

approach (namely, Approach A)and the approach with the original fuzzy information
axiom (namely, Approach B, which is a representative method to deal with fuzzy
information in a system design). The buyer’s and seller’s matching degrees and the
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Table 5 The buyer’s and seller’s matching degrees between 10 buyers and 10 sellers by Approach A

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

b1 [.84,.17,.00,.33] [.83,.67,.14,.81] [.88,.00,.00,.70] [.91,.00,.00,.87] [.85,.17,.11,.80]

/[.46,.00,.21] /[.41,.67,.72] /[.65,.00,.65] /[.87,.00,.75] /[.50,.51,.61]

b2 [.17,1.00,.23,.00] [.11,1.00,.45,.61] [.38,.83,.01,.10] [.52,.17,.00,.52] [.22,1.00,.43,.09]

/[.14,.31,.00] /[.09,.86,.76] /[.45,.01,.13] /[.79,.00,.62] /[.21,.79,.10]

b3 [.68,.83,.00,.00] [.65,1.00,.18,.53] [.76,.00,.00,.08] [.82,.00,.00,.47] [.70,.83,.15,.06]

/[.40,.00,.00] /[.36,.71,.98] /[.62,.00,.15] /[.86,.00,.85] /[.45,.57,.10]

b4 [.56,1.00,.18,.14] [.52,1.00,.41,.90] [.68,.17,.00,.56] [.75,.00,.00,.91] [.59,1.00,.39,.64]

/[.36,.26,.09] /[.31,.85,.81] /[.59,.00,.52] /[.85,.00,.78] /[.41,.78,.48]

b5 [.00,1.00,.90,.00] [.00,1.00,.93,.36] [.00,1.00,.86,.29] [.10,1.00,.73,.38] [.00,1.00,.93,.34]

/[.00,.64,.00] /[.00,.93,.94] /[.00,.45,.78] /[.44,.20,.96] /[.00,.89,.74]

b6 [.06,1.00,.43,.81] [.03,1.00,.59,.58] [.26,.83,.21,.91] [.43,.17,.00,.68] [.10,1.00,.57,.97]

/[.06,.46,.45] /[.02,.89,.47] /[.36,.16,.77] /[.76,.00,.53] /[.10,.84,.67]

b7 [.40,1.00,.13,.33] [.35,1.00,.38,.16] [.56,.17,.00,.44] [.66,.00,.00,.24] [.44,1.00,.35,.54]

/[.29,.20,.50] /[.23,.84,.35] /[.54,.00,1.00] /[.83,.00,.50] /[.34,.76,.98]

b8 [.00,1.00,.78,.00] [.00,1.00,.84,.71] [.03,1.00,.69,.30] [.20,1.00,.40,.69] [.00,1.00,.83,.32]

/[.00,.61,.00] /[.00,.92,.97] /[.07,.39,.42] /[.60,.12,.91] /[.00,.88,.37]

b9 [.00,1.00,.65,.65] [.00,1.00,.75,.00] [.03,1.00,.52,.33] [.23,.83,.10,.02] [.00,1.00,.74,.27]

/[.00,.57,.97] /[.00,.91,.00] /[.07,.33,.75] /[.63,.03,.04] /[.00,.87,.50]

b10 [.00,1.00,.65,.24] [.00,1.00,.75,.85] [.12,1.00,.52,.59] [.32,.83,.14,.87] [.01,1.00,.74,.66]

/[.00,.57,.15] /[.00,.91,.76] /[.20,.33,.55] /[.70,.05,.75] /[.01,.87,.50]

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s6 s7 s8 s9 s10

b1 [.90,.00,.00,.79] [.90,.00,.00,.88] [.86,.00,.13,.89] [.87,.00,.04,.83] [.90,.00,.00,.54]

/[.80,.00,.69] /[.76,.00,.88] /[.52,.58,.64] /[.59,.17,.86] /[.78,.00,.45]

b2 [.49,1.00,.05,.63] [.46,.83,.23,.38] [.25,1.00,.44,.15] [.32,1.00,.37,.24] [.48,.83,.00,.01]

/[.69,.06,.75] /[.62,.31,.52] /[.24,.83,.15] /[.34,.62,.34] /[.66,.00,.01]

b3 [.80,.25,.00,.56] [.79,.00,.00,.38] [.71,.17,.16,.12] [.74,.17,.07,.23] [.80,.00,.00,.00]

/[.79,.00,1.00] /[.74,.01,.79] /[.48,.64,.19] /[.55,.25,.50] /[.76,.00,.00]

b4 [.73,.83,.02,.90] [.72,.17,.18,.83] [.61,.83,.40,.75] [.65,.83,.33,.70] [.73,.17,.00,.38]

/[.77,.03,.78] /[.72,.26,.83] /[.44,.81,.54] /[.51,.59,.72] /[.74,.00,.31]

b5 [.07,1.00,.88,.37] [.06,1.00,.90,.34] [.00,1.00,.93,.41] [.00,1.00,.92,.33] [.03,1.00,.83,.13]

/[.29,.50,.93] /[.24,.64,1.00] /[.00,.91,.86] /[.00,.80,1.00] /[.13,.34,.31]

b6 [.39,1.00,.28,.56] [.36,.83,.43,.78] [.13,1.00,.58,.96] [.19,1.00,.53,.90] [.38,.83,.06,.89]

/[.64,.24,.44] /[.56,.46,.71] /[.14,.86,.63] /[.24,.70,.84] /[.60,.04,.66]

b7 [.63,.83,.01,.13] [.62,.17,.13,.37] [.46,.83,.36,.52] [.52,.83,.29,.40] [.63,.17,.00,.48]

/[.74,.01,.27] /[.69,.20,.88] /[.37,.80,.90] /[.46,.56,1.00] /[.71,.00,.96]

b8 [.16,1.00,.72,.72] [.14,1.00,.78,.57] [.00,1.00,.84,.43] [.01,1.00,.82,.46] [.13,1.00,.61,.10]

/[.43,.45,.95] /[.35,.61,.87] /[.01,.90,.47] /[.02,.78,.73] /[.34,.27,.12]
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Table 5 continued

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s6 s7 s8 s9 s10

b9 [.17,1.00,.56,.00] [.15,1.00,.65,.09] [.00,1.00,.75,.17] [.01,1.00,.71,.23] [.15,1.00,.39,.48]

/[.45,.39,.00] /[.37,.57,.22] /[.00,.89,.29] /[.02,.76,.58] /[.38,.20,.96]

b10 [.27,1.00,.56,.85] [.23,1.00,.65,.81] [.03,1.00,.75,.75] [.06,1.00,.71,.73] [.25,1.00,.39,.42]

/[.55,.39,.73] /[.46,.57,.81] /[.04,.89,.54] /[.09,.76,.75] /[.50,.20,.35]

optimal trade matching results obtained by Approaches A and B are listed in Tables 5,
6, 7 and 8, respectively. The comparative study indicates that both matching degrees
and matching pairs obtained by Approach A are always less than or equal to those
obtained by Approach B. This is consistent with the actual situation in multi-attribute
exchanges since Approach A takes into account the buyer’s and seller’s preferences
simultaneously. Hence we can conclude that the presented approach is more reasonable
and realistic than the previous approach.

As mentioned in Sect. 5, the optimal objective value of the proposed model is
dependent on the values of confidence levels α, βi , γ j and Hurwicz parameter λ,
thus it is meaningful to conduct a sensitivity analysis on the optimal objective values
with respect to these parameters. We shall discuss this issue by using three para-
meter groups, that is, Group A, B and C . In Group A, we choose five different
values of α, that is, α = 0.1, 0.3, 05, 0.7, 0.9. And the other parameters are fixed.
In Group B, we add the variable parameter λ, and choose two different values of
λ, that is, λ = 0.1, 0.9. In Group C, we set parameter βi and γ j as variables, i.e.,
(βi , γ j ) = (0.1, 0.1), (0.3, 0.3), (0.5, 0.5), (0.7, 0.7), (0.9, 0.9). Table 9 gives the
three parameter groups and the optimal objective values obtained by the proposed
model.

It can be seen from Table 9 that, in Group A, when α ≤ 0.5, the optimal objective
value decreases with the increase of α; when α > 0.5, the optimal objective value
increases with the increase of α. Furthermore, the optimal objective values are sym-
metrical with respect to α = 0.5. For example, the optimal objective values obtained
by No.1 and No.5, or No.2 and No.4 are equal. The reason for this is that the same
optimistic and pessimistic coefficients, i.e., λ = 1 − λ = 0.5, balance max

fopt
fopt and

min
f pes

f pes in FCCPMHC. In Group B, from No.1 to No.5, where λ = 0.1, the opti-

mal objective value increases as α increases. On the other hand, from No.6 to No.10,
where λ = 0.9, the optimal objective value decreases as α increases. Additionally, it
is interesting that the optimal objective values are also symmetrical in Group B with
respect to λ = 0.1 and λ = 0.9. An explanation for this result can be observed by
Eqs. (12), (20)/(21) and (22)/(23). In Group C, it is easy to see that when confidence
levels, i.e., βi , γ j , increase, the optimal objective value will decrease. This indicates the
lower the confidence levels are, the greater the total matching degrees are. It follows
conventional wisdom since a lower confidence level can result in a bigger solution
space according to Eqs. (24)/(25) and (26)/(27). Thus, the sensitivity analysis can help
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Table 6 The buyer’s and seller’s matching degrees between 10 buyers and 10 sellers by Approach B

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

b1 [.84,.25,.00,.34] [.83,1.00,.14,.81] [.88,.00,.00,.70] [.91,.00,.00,.92] [.85,.25,.12,.82]

/[.46,.00,.21] /[.41,.67,.72] /[.65,.00,.66] /[.87,.00,.79] /[.50,.53,.62]

b2 [.18,1.00,.23,.00] [.14,1.00,.45,.62] [.38,1.00,.02,.14] [.52,.25,.00,.52] [.23,1.00,.43,.14]

/[.16,.31,.00] /[.11,.86,.76] /[.45,.02,.18] /[.79,.00,.62] /[.21,.79,.14]

b3 [.68,1.00,.00,.00] [.65,1.00,.18,.54] [.76,.00,.00,.10] [.82,.00,.00,.51] [.70,1.00,.15,.09]

/[.40,.01,.00] /[.36,.71,1.00] /[.62,.00,.20] /[.86,.00,.90] /[.45,.58,.14]

b4 [.56,1.00,.18,.17] [.52,1.00,.41,.95] [.68,.25,.01,.56] [.75,.00,.00,1.00] [.59,1.00,.39,.64]

/[.36,.26,.11] /[.31,.85,.85] /[.59,.01,.52] /[.85,.00,.86] /[.41,.78,.48]

b5 [.00,1.00,.90,.01] [.00,1.00,.93,.38] [.00,1.00,.86,.32] [.11,1.00,.73,.40] [.00,1.00,.93,.36]

/[.00,.64,.02] /[.00,.93,1.00] /[.01,.45,.87] /[.49,.20,1.00] /[.00,.89,.80]

b6 [.08,1.00,.43,.83] [.05,1.00,.59,.58] [.26,1.00,.21,1.00] [.43,.25,.00,.68] [.12,1.00,.57,1.00]

/[.08,.46,.47] /[.05,.89,.47] /[.36,.17,.84] /[.76,.00,.53] /[.13,.84,.69]

b7 [.40,1.00,.13,.33] [.35,1.00,.38,.17] [.56,.25,.00,.44] [.66,.00,.00,.26] [.44,1.00,.35,.55]

/[.29,.21,.50] /[.23,.84,.38] /[.54,.00,1.00] /[.83,.00,.53] /[.34,.76,1.00]

b8 [.00,1.00,.78,.01] [.00,1.00,.84,.73] [.05,1.00,.69,.30] [.21,1.00,.40,.76] [.00,1.00,.83,.32]

/[.00,.61,.01] /[.00,.92,1.00] /[.12,.39,.43] /[.61,.12,1.00] /[.01,.88,.37]

b9 [.00,1.00,.65,.67] [.00,1.00,.75,.00] [.04,1.00,.52,.36] [.23,1.00,.12,.04] [.00,1.00,.74,.28]

/[.00,.57,1.00] /[.00,.91,.01] /[.09,.33,.81] /[.63,.04,.08] /[.00,.87,.51]

b10 [.01,1.00,.65,.27] [.00,1.00,.75,.91] [.12,1.00,.52,.59] [.32,1.00,.19,1.00] [.02,1.00,.74,.68]

/[.01,.57,.17] /[.00,.91,.82] /[.21,.33,.55] /[.70,.06,.86] /[.03,.87,.52]

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

b1 [.90,.00,.00,.80] [.90,.00,.00,.98] [.86,.00,.13,.95] [.87,.00,.06,.83] [.90,.00,.00,.54]

/[.80,.00,.69] /[.76,.00,.98] /[.52,.59,.69] /[.59,.23,.86] /[.78,.00,.45]

b2 [.49,1.00,.07,.64]/ [.46,1.00,.23,.38]/ [.25,1.00,.44,.19]/ [.32,1.00,.37,.25]/ [.48,1.00,.00,.02]

[.69,.08,.76] [.62,.31,.53] [.25,.83,.19] [.34,.62,.35] /[.66,.00,.02]

b3 [.80,.25,.00,.56] [.79,.00,.00,.38] [.71,.25,.16,.15] [.74,.25,.08,.23] [.80,.00,.00,.00]

/[.79,.00,1.00] /[.74,.01,.79] /[.48,.64,.22] /[.55,.29,.50] /[.76,.00,.00]

b4 [.73,1.00,.04,.96]/ [.72,.25,.18,.86]/ [.61,1.00,.40,.76]/ [.65,1.00,.33,.70]/ [.73,.25,.00,.38]/

[.77,.05,.83] [.72,.26,.86] [.44,.81,.55] [.51,.59,.72] [.74,.00,.31]

an E-brokerage firm to make decisions on different optimal trade matching pairs by
varying parameters.

7 Conclusions

Although many E-brokerage firms have recognized the trade determination problem
in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges is a very important decision problem, few of
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Table 6 continued

[ηi jk ]/
[ξi jk ]

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5

b5 [.09,1.00,.88,.40]/ [.08,1.00,.90,.34]/ [.00,1.00,.93,.45] [.00,1.00,.92,.33]/ [.05,1.00,.83,.13]/

[.38,.50,1.00] [.33,.64,1.00] /[.00,.91,.95] [.00,.80,1.00] [.20,.34,.32]

b6 [.39,1.00,.28,.56]/ [.36,1.00,.43,.79]/ [.14,1.00,.58,1.00]/ [.20,1.00,.53,.93]/ [.38,1.00,.09,.91]/

[.64,.24,.44] [.56,.46,.72] [.16,.86,.66] [.25,.70,.88] [.60,.05,.68]

b7 [.63,1.00,.02,.14]/ [.62,.25,.13,.40]/ [.46,1.00,.36,.56]/ [.52,1.00,.29,.40]/ [.63,.25,.00,.50]/

[.74,.02,.30] [.69,.21,.96] [.37,.80,.97] [.46,.56,1.00] [.71,.00,1.00]

b8 [.17,1.00,.72,.76]/ [.16,1.00,.78,.62]/ [.01,1.00,.84,.43]/ [.03,1.00,.82,.47]/ [.14,1.00,.61,.11]/

[.48,.45,1.00] [.42,.61,.95] [.02,.90,.47] [.06,.78,.74] [.36,.27,.14]

b9 [.18,1.00,.56,.00]/ [.16,1.00,.65,.11]/ [.00,1.00,.75,.19]/ [.02,1.00,.71,.23]/ [.15,1.00,.39,.50]/

[.46,.39,.00] [.39,.57,.26] [.01,.89,.33] [.04,.76,.58] [.38,.20,1.00]

b10 [.27,1.00,.56,.92]/ [.24,1.00,.65,.89]/ [.04,1.00,.75,.81]/ [.07,1.00,.71,.73]/ [.25,1.00,.39,.42]/

[.55,.39,.79] [.47,.57,.89] [.06,.89,.59] [.11,.76,.76] [.50,.20,.35]

Table 7 Optimal trade
matching pairs of the illustrative
example by Approach A

No. Matching pairs No. Matching pairs

1 b2 ↔ s2 5 b7 ↔ s5

2 b4 ↔ s1 6 b8 ↔ s6

3 b5 ↔ s4 7 b9 ↔ s7

4 b6 ↔ s8

Table 8 Optimal trade
matching pairs of the illustrative
example by Approach B

No. Matching pairs No. Matching pairs

1 b2 ↔ s2 5 b7 ↔ s5

2 b4 ↔ s8 6 b8 ↔ s6

3 b5 ↔ s4 7 b9 ↔ s1

4 b6 ↔ s3 8 b10 ↔ s7

them can really deal with this issue under a fuzzy environment. In this paper, a new
fuzzy matching model is proposed to help an E-brokerage firm to identify the opti-
mal trade matching between buyers and sellers in one-shot multi-attribute exchanges
with fuzzy information. We first put forward a novel calculation method of the match-
ing degree based on the improved fuzzy information axiom. The theoretical analysis
shows that the presented matching degree is able to reasonably describe the matter of
constraint satisfaction for one-shot multi-attribute exchanges with fuzzy information.
Afterward, based on the matching degree, we build a new fuzzy matching model and
then convert it into a crisp one by using the credibility measure and Hurwicz criterion.
Moreover, we use an example to illustrate the application and sensitivity analysis of
the proposed model. Future work on this issue includes: (1) extending the model to a
multi-objective case with combinatorial constraints; (2) developing a multi-objective
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Table 9 Sensitivity analysis with respect to confidence levels and Hurwicz parameter (ti = t j = 0.4)

Group No. α βi γ j λ 1 − λ Optimal objective value

A 1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 8.100120

2 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 8.030510

3 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 7.960900

4 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 8.030510

5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 8.100120

B 1 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 6.657934

2 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 7.309417

3 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 7.960900

4 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 8.751603

5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 0.9 9.542306

6 0.1 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 9.542306

7 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 8.751603

8 0.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 7.960900

9 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 7.309417

10 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.1 6.657934

C 1 0.9 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.5 10.95588

2 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 10.95588

3 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 10.10760

4 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.5 9.205536

5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.5 0.5 8.100120

evolution algorithm with respect to the extended multi-objective model, which can
efficiently obtain a Pareto-optimal solution set for an E-brokerage firm instead of only
one optimal solution.
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